Stellar Archaeology as a Time Machine to the First Stars

Conference dinner

Date: December 6th (Thursday)
Start: 19:00 pm -

How to get to the restaurant:

1. On foot
It’s a 20min walk from IPMU to the restaurant. Please see the map and picture of the restaurant below.

2. By shuttle bus
We will arrange shuttle buses 1) from IPMU and 2) from Hotel Sunoak Kashiwanoha. Up to 28 passengers are acceptable for the shuttle bus, and therefore, sorry that it's on a first-come-first-served basis. Please sign up at the registration desk if you would like to take the shuttle bus.

1) From IPMU (U. Tokyo Kashiwa campus):
We will arrange one shuttle bus from the campus to the restaurant. The bus will leave the campus from the place indicated as "Shuttle bus" in the campus map below (close to the main gate of the campus) at 18:20pm
2) From Hotel Sunoak Kashiwanoha
Another shuttle bus will leave **Hotel Sunoak Kashiwanoha at 18:50 pm**

3. By local bus
Take "西柏 04" to the destination "Edogawadai-eki Higashi-guchi (江戸川台駅東口)" from the bus stop "**Todai-mae (東大前)**" (on the opposite side of the road), get off at "**Aota （青田）**". The buses at **18:31** and **18:58** stop at "Aota". It's a 3 minute walk from the bus stop to the restaurant.

4. By taxi
Please show the following address to a taxi driver. It would take ~ 5min (~800JPY) from the campus and ~ 10min (~1500JPY) from the TX Kashiwanoha Campus station.

寿司 創作料理 一幸 (Ichiko) 柏の葉公園店
〒270-0112 千葉県流山市青田2 2 2

How to go back to the hotel or to the TX station:

1. By shuttle bus
We will arrange a shuttle bus from the restaurant to both TX Kashiwanoha Campus station and **Hotel Sunoak Kashiwanoha**. The bus will leave the restaurant every ~20min from 21:00pm

2. By taxi
Please feel free to ask LOC members

3. By local bus
"西柏 04" from the bus stop "Aota （青田）" (a 3 min walk from the restaurant) takes you to the TX Kashiwanoha Campus station